DEVELOPMENTS IN DENDRITE

Paul Alan Levy*

Over the past thirteen years, judges have struggled with how to decide whether to compel Internet service providers (ISPs) to disclose identifying information about members of the public who take advantage of the apparent anonymity that the Internet affords individuals to speak about issues of public importance.1 State appellate courts have continued to embrace some version of the Dendrite2 test that New Jersey’s Appellate Division first adopted in 2001.3 But some of the most interesting developments have occurred as the first few Doe subpoena cases have reached the federal appellate courts.4 I discussed the state appellate court cases in an article published last year;5 in this Article, after summarizing the state courts’ consensus and why that consen-
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sus developed, I discuss some recent developments, with particular attention to cases in the Second, Fifth, and Ninth Circuits.

I. THE STATE COURTS’ CONSENSUS APPROACH TO DOE SUBPOENAS

In theory, the problem of anonymous speech online is no different from anonymous speech offline. Without adopting a posture of Internet exceptionalism, we can recognize how different the online context can be, and how online speech has some characteristics that result in cases testing the limits of anonymity arising much more frequently than cases involving offline speech.

The first distinction is that the Internet is the great leveler, which allows an ordinary person to speak with a loud voice, bypassing the intermediation of the mainstream media. The Supreme Court waxed lyrical about the empowering characteristics of the Internet in *Reno v. American Civil Liberties Union*: “Through the use of chat rooms, any person with a phone line can become a town crier with a voice that resonates farther than it could from any soapbox. Through the use of Web pages, mail exploders, and newsgroups, the same individual can become a pamphleteer.” Both because so much Internet communication can be easily found through the use of highly effective search engines and because a given criticism may result in extensive republication if the communication goes viral, many people and businesses that were, as a practical matter, immune from effective public criticism, have been confronted with public condemnation. The targets of obscure criticism who might have been able or willing to
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overlook the comment do not like being held up for ridicule, and although, in many cases, the subjects of such criticism overestimate the impact of the appearance of an anonymous criticism on some otherwise obscure website or message board, they want to strike back.\textsuperscript{14}

At the same time, the Internet creates an illusion of anonymity.\textsuperscript{15} In many environments, it is easy to post statements on a publicly accessible message board (for example, the comment section of a newspaper’s website or a popular blog), or to send an e-mail to a mailing list of those who might be interested in a given subject.\textsuperscript{16} E-mail addresses may be self-identifying, for example, including the first initial of the last name at one’s place of employment or using a given ISP, but they are often more cryptic, using the name of a childhood pet or simply some invented pseudonym.\textsuperscript{17} Message boards may or may not require registration, but registration generally involves the creation of a screen name that may or may not have a substantial relationship to one’s true name.\textsuperscript{18} With a greater level of commitment, the would-be critic can establish a website or a blog.\textsuperscript{19} Blogging platforms generally do not require that the author proceed using her own name, but simply require registration using a viable e-mail address.\textsuperscript{20} Similarly, a critic can reserve her own domain names, registering with one of the many services that allow private registration.\textsuperscript{21} Internet users who want to offer criticisms, yet fear the consequences of being identified as the critics, are thus encouraged to speak their minds through these services.\textsuperscript{22}
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\textsuperscript{15} Levy, supra note 3, at 2.
\textsuperscript{17} Levy, supra note 3, at 2.
\textsuperscript{18} Id.
\textsuperscript{20} See Levy, supra note 3, at 2.
\textsuperscript{21} Bruce P. Smith, Cybersmearing and the Problem of Anonymous Online Speech, COMM. LAW., Fall 2000, at 3, 3 (explaining that it is easy in the virtual world to express oneself anonymously).
\textsuperscript{22} Levy, supra note 3, at 2.
\end{flushleft}
But these opportunities for anonymity go only so far; I referred above to the illusion of anonymity for a reason. Registration to post in many forums commonly requires a live e-mail address—that is, an e-mail address to which the forums can send a confirmation message—and the registrant must commonly respond to the message, thus verifying that the e-mail address is, at least at that time, an address with an actual user. Even if the e-mail address that the user provided with registration does not, itself, disclose readily identifying information (such as the initial of the user’s first name combined with a last name and a place of employment), that e-mail address may well have been obtained using a more identifiable e-mail address. And ultimately, most users get their Internet access from an ISP that has their name and home address; users likely pay for access with forms of payment that can easily be tracked back to them. Moreover, website hosts generally track visits by recording the Internet protocol (IP) address of the computer that the visitor was using and the precise time of the visit; that address, in turn, identifies the ISP through which the user obtained access; and ISPs, in turn, maintain records revealing which of their users obtained Internet access using which IP address at any given time.

In theory, then, an all-knowing body with unlimited opportunities to examine private and public computer records could use that power to track speech back to the speaker. The power to issue subpoenas in civil litigation could, in theory, put the targets of critical
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28 Levy, supra note 3, at 2. Most users either do not contemplate concealment or lack technical sophistication to conceal their IP address records, thus it does not occur to them to employ Tor, a free program that uses proxy servers to facilitate concealment of IP addresses. See, e.g., What is TOR?, WHATISMYIPADDRESS.COM, http://whatismyipaddress.com/tor (last visited Nov. 3, 2012) (discussing why a user might want to hide an IP address and analyzing Tor as a means to do so).
speech in just that position. Consider the Big Brotherish implications of a rule permitting access to identifying information just by asking or just by paying the price of a filing fee and then obtaining ex parte permission to take discovery. If unchecked, the broad availability of this type of power could discourage much useful speech.

Moreover, people often have understandably good reasons to want to keep their identities separate from the content of their speech. A speaker may want to avoid unlawful or, at least, improper retaliation from someone whom she has criticized, or she may be worried about facing obloquy in her own community for expressing a view that is out of sync with her peers. Or, a speaker may have a public position with an organization and want to avoid having her own views mistakenly attributed to the organization; or a speaker may want to have her words taken for what they are worth, rather than being discounted (or, indeed, overcredited) because of her social status. To be sure, each of these identifiers has a concomitant value to the readers of a given message—knowing the writer’s institutional affiliations, social status, and the like, may help the reader put the speech in context, not to speak of applying appropriate discounts for possible bias. But as the Supreme Court said in the leading case of McIntyre v. Ohio Election Commission, decisions
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34 See, e.g., Greenbaum v. Google, Inc., 845 N.Y.S.2d 695 (Sup. Ct. 2007) (recognizing the blogger “Orthomom” was an Orthodox Jew who faced possible ostracism for herself and her children if she had been identified, because of community norms against public criticism of other members of the community—even if the criticisms were true); Memorandum of Law of Proposed Intervenor “Orthomom” in Opposition to Petitioner’s Application for Pre-Commencement Disclosure at 27-28, Greenbaum v. Google, Inc., 845 N.Y.S.2d 695 (Sup. Ct. 2007) (No. 102063/07), available at http://www.cyberslapp.org/documents/greenbaumemotoquash.pdf.
35 See, e.g., Greenbaum, 845 N.Y.S.2d 695.
about whether to supply accurate identifying details are among the choices of authorship protected by the First Amendment.37

Yet there can be a dark side to anonymity.38 Even when their own speech can lead to their identification, people often say things online that they would never imagine writing down on paper or saying to somebody’s face.39 The illusion of online anonymity can easily lead speakers to make hurtful statements without a sufficient grounding in fact or merely out of anger or meanness; in that way, the illusion of anonymity may well encourage ill-considered speech.40 Indeed, some may seek the cloak of anonymity to prevent the targets of hurtful speech from using proper court processes to vindicate their rights.41

Thus, in deciding whether to enforce civil subpoenas seeking to identify anonymous speakers, courts have had to steer between two extremes.42 Setting the standard for identification so high could make it too difficult for would-be plaintiffs to identify their adversaries which would deny them a fair chance to bring online wrongdoers to justice.43 But setting the standard for identification too low would make it too easy to obtain identifying information simply for the price of filing a complaint in the hope of intimidating somebody who has done no wrong and, in some cases, exposing the innocent speaker to harm.44

As we went about developing arguments about the standards for judging such subpoenas, we drew on the ample precedent dealing with whether to compel the identification of reporters’ sources, beginning with cases such as Carey v. Hume45 and Mitchell v. Superior Court,46 although in Doe cases, the focus is not on the rights of the journalist—

37 Id. at 348-49.
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41 Levy, supra note 3, at 3.
42 McIntyre, 514 U.S. at 372 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
43 See id.
44 See id.
generally speaking the intermediaries through which the Does speak are immune from liability—but on the right of the anonymous speaker.\textsuperscript{47} When, as in the reporters’ source cases, the issue is whether to identify an anonymous speaker whose name a party seeks as a potential witness to the case, the test looks rather like \textit{Carey} or \textit{Mitchell}, focusing on considerations of heightened relevance and the exhaustion of other means of satisfying the discovering party’s legitimate interests.\textsuperscript{48} The leading case is \textit{Doe v. 2TheMart}, where the defendant in a securities case sought to identify anonymous online critics on the theory that it was the anonymous critical posts, rather than the actions of the defendants, that were responsible for the decline in the stock prices that were at issue in the litigation.\textsuperscript{49} The court adopted a four-part test requiring the discovering party to show that (1) the subpoena is issued in good faith, (2) the identifying information is related “to a core claim or defense,” (3) the information goes to the heart of the discovering party’s case, and (4) the party has exhausted other means of pursuing the point for which the identifying information is sought—that is, “information sufficient to establish or disprove that claim or defense is unavailable from any other source.”\textsuperscript{50}

Although \textit{2TheMart}-type subpoenas have been litigated in several reported cases,\textsuperscript{51} it is much more common for a party to seek the subpoena when the party is explicitly accusing the Doe of wrongdoing and needs to identify the Doe so that the party may serve her with process.\textsuperscript{52} The \textit{2TheMart} test does not serve a useful purpose in this con-

\textsuperscript{47} See Doe v. 2TheMart.com, Inc., 140 F. Supp. 2d 1088, 1092 (W.D. Wash. 2001).
\textsuperscript{48} Carey, 492 F.2d at 636-37; Mitchell, 690 P.2d at 631-34.
\textsuperscript{49} 2TheMart.com, Inc., 140 F. Supp. 2d at 1097.
\textsuperscript{50} Id. at 1095.
\textsuperscript{52} See McVicker, 266 F.R.D. at 95.
text, in that it generally does not distinguish cases in which courts should or should not allow subpoenas. 53

Knowing who the defendant is goes to the heart of the case, and generally there is no other way to pursue the litigation than to identify the defendant and serve a summons. 54 The challenge then is to strike the balance—is there a compelling state interest in identifying the anonymous speaker simply because the plaintiff has filed a complaint, or the plaintiff has said that she wants to file a complaint (in states that allow prelitigation discovery to identify anonymous defendants)? 55 Or must more be shown?

In the first years of such litigation, courts often issued and enforced subpoenas to identify anonymous Internet speakers without much consideration of the rights of the Doe defendants. 56 However, a coalition of public interest groups, including Public Citizen, the American Civil Liberties Union, and the Electronic Frontier Foundation, began to seek out test cases in which they could appear on behalf of Doe defendants or file amicus briefs articulating the concerns expressed


54 *See, e.g., Sony Music Entm’t Inc. v. Does 1-40, 326 F. Supp. 2d 556, 566 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (“Ascertaining the identities and residences of the Doe defendants is critical to plaintiffs’ ability to pursue litigation, for without this information, plaintiffs will be unable to serve process.”); Columbia Ins. Co. v. Seeascandy.com, 185 F.R.D. 573, 577 (N.D. Cal. 1999) (“Traditionally, the default requirement in federal court is that the plaintiff must be able to identify the defendant sufficiently that a summons can be served on the defendant.”). In *Art of Living Foundation v. Does 1-10*, the defendants actively participated in the litigation while remaining anonymous, exchanging initial disclosures and even submitting to written discovery while pursuing written discovery of their own. Art of Living Found. v. Does 1-10, No. 10 CV 05022 LHK, 2011 WL 5444622, at *3 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 9, 2011). The anonymous defendants eventually obtained summary judgment dismissing most of plaintiffs’ claims, Art of Living Foundation v. Does 1-10, No. 5:10-cv-05022-LHK, 2012 WL 1565281 (N.D. Cal. May 1, 2012), and ultimately settled the case on largely favorable terms that included maintaining anonymity and receiving an award of attorney fees, *see Skywalker, The Lawsuit is Over . . . and We Won, Beyond the Art of Living* (June 19, 2012), http://aolfree.wordpress.com/2012/06/19/the-lawsuit-is-over-and-we-won/.

55 *Seeascandy.com*, 185 F.R.D. at 578.

2012] Levy above in urging courts to take the interests of both sides into account when deciding motions over such subpoenas.\textsuperscript{57} With these considerations in mind, courts across the country have settled on a standard that calls for giving the Doe notice of the plaintiff’s effort to obtain identifying information and then taking an early look at the merits of the plaintiff’s case to make sure the plaintiff has a realistic chance of prevailing on the merits.\textsuperscript{58} Although a couple of very early reported trial court decisions in Virginia\textsuperscript{59} and in California\textsuperscript{60} could be understood to have

\textsuperscript{57} See, e.g., Dendrite Int’l, Inc., 775 A.2d at 759 (Amici Curiae brief filed by Public Citizen Litigation Group and American Civil Liberties Union of New Jersey Foundation). The groups formed the CyberSLAPP Coalition, whose website, http://cyberslapp.org/, provides access to briefs, affidavits, and opinions from scores of such cases, as well as a model policy for providing notices of subpoenas that the Coalition recommends to ISPs. About this Project, CYBERSLAPP.ORG, http://www.cyberslapp.org/about/ (last visited Nov. 3, 2012); ISP Letter, CYBERSLAPP.ORG (July 9, 2002), http://www.cyberslapp.org/about/page.cfm?pageid=6. Many of the nation’s leading ISPs have adopted such policies. See, e.g., Facebook Terms and Policies, FACEBOOK, https://www.facebook.com/policies/ (last visited Nov. 3, 2012); Twitter Privacy Policy, TWITTER, twitter.com/privacy (last visited Nov. 3, 2012).


\textsuperscript{59} In In re Subpoena Duces Tecum to Am. Online, Inc., 52 Va. Cir. 26 (Cir. Ct. 2000), rev’d sub nom. Am. Online, Inc. v. Anonymous Publicly Traded Co., 542 S.E.2d 377 (Va. 2001), a Virginia court issued a subpoena on commission from the state courts of Indiana where the underlying action for defamation and disclosure of confidential information was pending. Id. at *1. The trial court began its analysis with deference to the judgment of the Indiana court about the sufficiency of the basis for the subpoena, conducting its own First Amendment analysis as an extra layer of protection for the Doe. Id. at *8. And even then, the court applied a test that allows consideration of “the pleadings or evidence” that the plaintiff presents to be certain that plaintiff has a “legitimate” as well as a good faith basis for claiming to have been the victim of actionable conduct. Id. Moreover, the identifying information must be “centrally needed” to advance the claim, which might not be true if there is no evidence showing a basis for the claim. Id. The Virginia trial court judge did not address whether the court would apply a motion to dismiss or summary judgment or indeed any other standard to decide whether the plaintiff met this test. Id.

\textsuperscript{60} Columbia Ins. Co. v. Seescandy.com, 185 F.R.D. 573, 575 (N.D. Cal. 1999), was an early cybersquatting case where the plaintiff sued the anonymous registrant of certain domain names for infringing the plaintiff’s trademark. Id. The court relied on the fact that defendant had sent the plaintiff copies of thirty-one e-mails that defendant had received requesting plaintiff’s products: “[M]ost importantly, plaintiff can show actual confusion, courtesy of the 31 e-mails provided by defendant. [E]vidence of
required a lesser showing, state appellate courts have been fairly unanimous in following a standard that requires an evidentiary showing of merit.61 New Jersey’s Appellate Division was the first to take this approach in *Dendrite International, Inc. v. Doe*,62 enunciating the following five-part standard for cases involving subpoenas to identify anonymous Internet speakers for the purpose of suing them as defendants:

1. **Give Notice:** Require reasonable notice to the potential defendants and an opportunity for them to defend their anonymity before issuance of any subpoena;

2. **Require Specificity:** Require the plaintiff to allege with specificity the speech or conduct that has allegedly violated its rights;

3. **Ensure Facial Validity:** Review each claim in the complaint to ensure that it states a cause of action upon which relief may be granted based on each statement and against each defendant;

---

4. Require an Evidentiary Showing: Require the plaintiff to produce evidence supporting each element of its claims; and

5. Balance the Equities: Weigh the potential harm (if any) to the plaintiff from being unable to proceed against the harm to the defendant from losing the First Amendment right to anonymity.

The court in *Dendrite* was careful to note that a plaintiff could be excused from producing evidence in support of those elements of a claim that a plaintiff cannot be expected to show without the opportunity to take discovery. The most common example arising in defamation cases is the issue of actual malice—whether a statement was published with knowledge of falsity or reckless disregard of probable falsity. In most cases, it is unfair to expect the plaintiff to make a showing on this point without having the opportunity to identify the anonymous speaker and take discovery regarding her mental state, and holding the plaintiff to this level of proof would contradict the purpose of the *Dendrite* balancing test by making it too close to impossible for plaintiffs with sound claims to obtain judicial redress of their griev-
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63 The court set forth its standard in four paragraphs at the outset of its opinion, placing parts noted here as three and four in the same paragraph, *id.*, and some courts describe *Dendrite* as setting forth a four-part standard, *e.g.*, Doe v. Cahill, 884 A.2d 451, 460 (Del. 2005). Analytically, I find it more useful to separate parts three and four because many cases fail on the one ground and not the other. Moreover, those courts that reject the *Dendrite* balancing stage also speak of their standards as having four parts. *Id. But see, e.g.*, Maxon v. Ottawa Pub. Co., 929 N.E.2d 666, 675-76 (Ill. App. Ct. 2010) (plainly listing five parts).

64 In the court’s own words:

[B]alance the defendant’s First Amendment right of anonymous free speech against the strength of the prima facie case presented and the necessity for the disclosure of the anonymous defendant’s identity to allow the plaintiff to properly proceed. The application of these procedures and standards must be undertaken and analyzed on a case-by-case basis. The guiding principle is a result based on a meaningful analysis and a proper balancing of the equities and rights at issue.

*Dendrite Int’l*, Inc., 775 A.2d at 760-61.

65 *Dendrite Int’l*, No. MRS C-129-00, at *15.

ances. As thus understood, however, every other state appellate court has adopted the first four parts of the Dendrite standard in order to confront the First Amendment issue; the fifth part, calling for an express balancing, has proved more controversial.

It took four years for another Doe subpoena case to be decided at the appellate level. The Delaware Supreme Court set up the disagreement in Doe v. Cahill, upholding the requirements of giving notice, specifying defamatory words, stating a valid claim, and presenting evidence supporting those claims (although the court used slightly different terminology, requiring a sufficient showing to defeat a motion for summary judgment on the issues appropriately allocated to the plaintiff at the Doe subpoena stage of the case). But Cahill expressly rejected the final balancing stage because the court said, “The summary judgment test is itself the balance,” and the court concluded that the final balancing stage “adds no protection above and beyond that of the summary judgment test.”

At the time of this Article, appellate courts in three states have followed Cahill’s lead in using a summary judgment or prima facie evidence standard, but without express balancing. Another five states have endorsed Dendrite’s final balancing stage. Appellate courts in
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67 E.g., Cahill, 884 A.2d at 464. I am reluctant to say that courts should never demand evidence regarding actual malice. One can conceive of cases where the gist of the anonymous accusation has been so widely reported as true that the Doe’s repetition of the assertion ought to be protected even if the plaintiff avers that the statement is false. Consider, for example, an anonymous statement that William Jefferson Clinton had sex with a White House intern. A sworn denial that Clinton had “sexual relations with that woman” might well create a prima facie case on falsity, but in those circumstances the Doe should be able to argue that the lack of actual malice is sufficiently clear in light of the broad public record that no subpoena should be enforced.

68 Levy, supra note 3, at 3-4.

69 Cahill, 884 A.2d at 451.

70 Id.

71 Id. at 460-64.

72 Id. at 461.


one other state adopted a Cahill-like standard, while not reaching the First Amendment issue, finding it unnecessary in light of the state’s rules governing petitions for precomplaint discovery to identify possible defendants. A plurality opinion in one other state, ruling outside the

v. Brodie, 966 A.2d 432, 456-57 (Md. 2009); Mortg. Specialists, Inc. v. Implode Explode Heavy Indus., Inc., 999 A.2d 184, 193 (N.H. 2010); Pilchesky v. Gatelli, 12 A.3d 430, 445 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2011). Before Pilchesky set the rule for Pennsylvania, a trial court decision in that state, Klehr Harrison Harvey Branzburg & Ellers, LLP v. JPA Dev., Inc., No. 0425 MARCH TERM 2004, 2006 WL 37020 (Pa. Com. Pl. Jan. 4, 2006), was widely but incorrectly cited as establishing a motion to dismiss standard. A law firm sued JPA, a Philadelphia company, and its principal official, Pantelidis, for libel based on public accusations about Klehr Harrison, such as its lawyers were thieves, and that they lied to the court in the course of representing a client in litigation against JPA. Id. at *1-3. Klehr Harrison alleged that in addition to accusations made in its own name, JPA had created a guestbook where JPA had itself posted additional accusations against Klehr Harrison and specifically induced others to post accusations. Id. In response to written discovery requests, Pantelidis refused to answer questions about whether he knew the identity of the guestbook posters and whether he himself had posted the comments. Id. at *3. The court authorized discovery for that reason, indicating that, in context, “a reasonable inference can be drawn that Pantelidis either was the author of the posts and/or directed that the entries be posted to the Website.” Id. at *1 n.1, *10. Even on such facts, the court decided:

In the event that a plaintiff pleads a superficial claim against the defendant, the defendant may oppose the discovery request by establishing that he or she is entitled to summary judgment. This court believes there is merit to . . . this “defensive” summary judgment standard. It would permit discovery of a defendant’s identity when the plaintiff had evidence supporting all elements of its claim, or at least all elements which should be in the plaintiff’s, rather than the defendant’s possession[.] This standard would, therefore, provide an effective check that would tend to limit discovery to those cases where the plaintiff had a bona fide claim. Id. at *9 (footnote omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted). Klehr Harrison drew the “‘defensive’ summary judgment standard” from a law review article by Dendrite lawyer Michael Vogel, who similarly accepted the first four requirements of Dendrite but took exception to the balancing test because, among other reasons, it gives too much discretion to trial judges. Vogel, supra note 3, at 849-51.

75 Stone v. Paddock Publ’n, Inc., 961 N.E.2d 380, 388-90 (Ill. App. Ct. 2011) (citing Maxon v. Ottawa Publ’g Co., 929 N.E.2d 666 (Ill. App. Ct. 2010)) (finding it unnecessary to apply the First Amendment to a petition for prelitigation discovery because Illinois rules already require a verified complaint, specification of defamatory words, determination that a valid claim was stated, and notice to Doe). I am skeptical that these state rules are as protective as the First Amendment would be, in part because I have seen some of the prelitigation discovery petitions that apparently pass muster in that state, and their specification of the claims can be maddeningly vague.
Internet context, also treated state law as providing sufficient protection.76

Various federal district courts have lined up either with the full set of Dendrite requirements77 or the four Cahill requirements without express equitable balancing;78 some have indicated that they did not


76 Lassa v. Rongstad, 718 N.W.2d 673 (Wis. 2006), was a non-Internet case in which a political candidate sued a political organization over a leaflet, written by several unidentified members, that denounced the candidate for her relationship with a recently indicted political leader. Id. at 677-79. After the known defendant was sanctioned for lying under oath to avoid giving information identifying the other anonymous authors, the parties settled the case on terms that allowed Rongstad to appeal. Id. at 681-82. On appeal, he presented an argument, not made below, that the court should have considered his motion to dismiss the complaint before ruling on the pending discovery motions. Id. at 684-85. A plurality opinion joined by only two of the four justices participating in that case stated that Wisconsin’s detailed pleading requirement met the First Amendment concerns raised by the court in Cahill. Id. at 687. However, one of the other justices concurred on other grounds but declined to reach the First Amendment issues; the fourth justice dissented on First Amendment grounds; and three justices disqualified themselves. Id. at 696-701. The plurality opinion does not state Wisconsin law because a majority of justices must join an opinion for it to “have any precedential value.” State ex rel. Ziervogel v. Wash. Cnty. Bd. of Adjustment, 661 N.W.2d 884, 888 (Wis. Ct. App. 2003); Doe v. Archdiocese of Milwaukee, 565 N.W.2d 94, 102 n.11 (Wis. 1997). Moreover, Cahill was decided after briefing was complete, and it is not clear that any party argued for the application of Cahill’s summary judgment standard, not to speak of Dendrite’s balancing standard.


need to choose between the two approaches because neither was satisfied on the facts of the case. 79

The fifth balancing stage of the Dendrite test is, to this author’s mind, an important one precisely because it enables courts to apply the test to a wide range of circumstances while taking the individualized circumstances of each case into account. 80 For example, although any Doe subpoena threatens to deprive the previously anonymous speaker of the right to remain anonymous, in some cases the speaker stands to lose more than a theoretical interest, insofar as identifying the speaker may expose her to a significant likelihood of adverse private consequences. 81 On the other hand, sometimes it is the plaintiff that has an interest that is particularly strong because there is an especially high likelihood of significant damage to the plaintiff. 82 A delay in obtaining relief may be particularly damaging, such as in circumstances where injunctive relief is not a legally permissible remedy. 83 And in some cases, the First Amendment protection for a particular form of speech is particularly low; 84 this is another aspect of the controversy that the court can weigh in the balancing stage of the Dendrite analysis. 85

The Dendrite balancing stage is particularly apt for a ruling on a motion to quash a Doe subpoena because that ruling is analogous to a preliminary injunction proceeding, in which the analysis rests on princi-

---

80 See Dendrite Int’l, Inc., 775 A.2d at 760-61.
81 See id. at 766.
82 See id.
83 Preliminary injunctions are never permitted in defamation cases, see Org. for a Better Austin v. Keefe, 402 U.S. 415, 418 (1971), and many jurisdictions flatly bar injunctions against repetition of defamation on the ground that “equity will not enjoin a defamation,” see Willing v. Mazzocone, 393 A.2d 1155, 1159 (Pa. 1978).
84 See discussion infra Part III.
85 See Dendrite Int’l, Inc., 775 A.2d at 760.
bles of an early look at the merits of the parties’ dispute. In every case, a refusal to quash a subpoena for the name of an anonymous speaker causes irreparable injury because once the speaker’s name becomes generally available, his anonymity cannot be recovered. If the equities balance more strongly in favor of one party, the court can impose a more demanding or less demanding standard for the evidence needed to identify the defendant and hence to move forward with the litigation. Moreover, denial of a motion to identify the defendant based on either lack of sufficient evidence or balancing the equities does not compel dismissal of the complaint. Plaintiffs can renew their motions after submitting more evidence.

Although many state appellate courts have addressed the issue of Doe subpoenas over the past twelve years, it is only in the past couple of years that the issue has started to surface in the federal appellate courts. I discuss those cases next.

II. NINTH CIRCUIT: DOES DENDRITE HAVE A NONCOMMERCIAL SPEECH EXCEPTION?

The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has recently produced a pair of decisions that give anonymous speakers engaged in commercial speech less protection against subpoenas than speakers engaged in other categories of speech, although the decisions do not specify what level of protection such speakers should receive. The leading case is In re Anonymous Online Speakers, which arose

87 See In re Anonymous Online Speakers (Anonymous II), 661 F.3d 1168, 1172 (9th Cir. 2011), withdrawing and replacing In re Anonymous Online Speakers (Anonymous I), 611 F.3d 653, 656 (9th Cir. 2010); Dendrite Int’l, Inc., 775 A.2d at 765.
88 See Dendrite Int’l, Inc., 775 A.2d at 760-61.
89 See id. at 770-71.
92 See Anonymous II, 661 F.3d at 1173; SI03, Inc. v. Bodybuilding.com, LLC, 441 F. App’x 431, 432 (9th Cir. 2011).
93 See generally Anonymous II, 661 F.3d 1168.
out of acrimonious litigation between two business rivals, Quixtar, a
county formerly known as Amway, and Signature Management
TEAM (TEAM), a company formed by former Amway sales opera-
tors. Quixtar alleged that TEAM was running an online “smear cam-
paign,” pointing in part to a series of blogs and message boards that
appeared to be part of TEAM’s operation. During a deposition,
TEAM’s online manager (Dickie), citing the First Amendment, refused
to say whether he knew the identities of anonymous speakers who had
created anti-Quixtar blogs or other criticism of Quixtar online and re-
fused to say whether he himself had posted anonymously or whether
TEAM was somehow involved in the critical material. The magistrate
ordered Dickie to answer questions about whether he or other TEAM
employees, managers, and leaders had posted the alleged tortious mate-
rial, and both Dickie and TEAM sought review.

The district judge canvassed the various tests for enforcing Doe
subpoenas and ruled that the prima facie evidence test, as described in
Cahill, was the proper standard to adjudicate whether the court should
grant discovery, but held that, in light of Dickie’s refusal to discuss his
own involvement or to say whether other defendants’ personnel were
involved, it would not be appropriate to recognize defendants’ standing
to object to the discovery based on the First Amendment rights of the
anonymous speakers. The judge ordered defendants to give notice to
the Does, indicating that in response to motions to quash from the re-

94 The factual section of the Ninth Circuit’s opinion is remarkably cursory; the facts
reported here are drawn largely from the only reported district court decision in the
case. See Quixtar v. Signature Mgmt. TEAM, LLC, 566 F. Supp. 2d 1205, 1217 (D.
Nev. 2008), aff’d in part and vacated in part sub nom. Anonymous II, 661 F.3d at
1172.
95 See Anonymous II, 661 F.3d at 1171-72.
96 See id.
97 See Quixtar, 566 F. Supp. 2d at 1209-10.
98 See id. at 1211-14, 1216.
99 Id. at 1213-16 (citing Matrixx Initiatives, Inc. v. Doe, 42 Cal. Rptr. 3d 79 (Ct. App.
2006) (stating that the court denied standing to a third party who ran a company by
which allegedly tortious messages were posted to assert the rights of the posters,
where the third party refused to say whether or not he was the Doe)).
sponsible parties, the court would decide whether Quixtar had met the Cahill test.\footnote{Id. at 1216. Given these facts, it is not at all clear that Cahill (or Dendrite) would have been the appropriate test. Quixtar did not name the Does as defendants, and the apparent purpose of the discovery was not to add new defendants to the case, but to obtain additional evidence to support Quixtar’s claims against TEAM, its business rival. Id. The 2TheMart test appears to have provided the proper frame of reference. Id. at 1214.}

After five Does sought protection from the trial court, the trial court directed Dickie to identify three of them, while holding that identifying two of the Does would violate their First Amendment rights.\footnote{Anonymous I, 611 F.3d 653, 656 (9th Cir. 2010), withdrawn and replaced by Anonymous II, 661 F.3d 1168.} The three Does whom Dickie was to identify and Quixtar cross-petitioned for writs of mandamus overturning the respective parts of the order that disadvantaged them.\footnote{Anonymous I, 611 F.3d at 662.} The Ninth Circuit denied both petitions,\footnote{Id.} granted rehearing, and reissued an opinion that reached the same result but based on subtle but significant changes in its reasoning.\footnote{See Anonymous II, 661 F.3d 1168.}

In its initial ruling, the court began by canvassing Supreme Court decisions about anonymous speech, noting that the right to speak is not unlimited and that the degree of protection varies according to the circumstances and type of speech.\footnote{Anonymous I, 611 F.3d at 658-61.} Commercial speech, the court said, enjoys only a limited measure of protection.\footnote{Id. at 659.} The court, in a separate paragraph citing the Central Hudson test for commercial speech, explained that the Internet comments in the case before the court were “best described as types of ‘expression related solely to the economic interests of the speaker and its audience’ and are thus properly categorized as commercial speech.”\footnote{Id. at 657 (quoting Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 447 U.S. 557, 561 (1980)).} The court reasoned that “[t]he claimed disparagement goes to the heart of Quixtar’s commercial practices and its business operations. However, this characterization alone does not determine the First Amendment protections for the anon-
nymous commercial speech central to this case” because McIntyre recognizes that an author’s decision to remain anonymous is part of the freedom of speech.

Having decided that the speech was commercial, the court turned to the decision before it. After noting the limited scope of review in a mandamus petition and the general reluctance to review discovery disputes, the court said, “Anonymous online speech is an increasingly important issue in the commercial context,” and cited non-Internet cases, one from the Sixth Circuit and one from the Fourth Circuit, which had addressed discovery into the identity of anonymous commercial speakers. The court then canvassed the standards for online Doe subpoenas, noting the 2TheMart standard as well as the motion to dismiss standard as in Seescandy.com and the prima facie showing standard from cases such as Cahill. Without any mention of Dendrite, the court said that Cahill represents “the most exacting standard,” but then noted that, given the mandamus context, an appellate court could not overturn the trial judge’s discovery decisions absent clear error. In that regard, the court said that because the anonymous speech in Cahill (criticisms of an elected political official) “involved political speech, that court’s imposition of a heightened standard is understandable.” But, “[i]n the context of commercial speech balanced against a discretionary discovery order . . . Cahill’s bar extends too far.” The court decided that the nature of the speech should drive the court’s choice of a standard to balance the rights of anonymous speakers in discovery disputes because “commercial speech should be afforded less protection than political, religious, or literary speech.”

Without saying anything about what standard courts should apply to

---

108 Id.
110 Anonymous I, 611 F.3d at 658.
111 Id. at 659 (citing NLRB v. Midland Daily News, 151 F.3d 472 (6th Cir. 1998) and Lefkoe v. Jos. A. Bank Clothiers, Inc., 577 F.3d 240 (4th Cir. 2009)) (addressing discovery into anonymous commercial speakers).
112 Id. at 660.
113 Id.
114 Id. at 661.
115 Id.
116 Id.
117 Id.
subpoenas to identify commercial speakers, the court said the decision to impose “a high hurdle for disclosure” was within the district court’s purview with respect to the three Does who had sought mandamus, and therefore, the district court did not clearly err in its order.118

Some aspects of the Ninth Circuit’s original reasoning were un-supportable.119 Precedent in the Ninth Circuit and elsewhere squarely rejects the argument that commercial speech includes criticism of a company, even criticism that someone intends the company’s customers to see and to harm the company’s business.120 The Does moved for reconsideration, arguing, among other things, that Quixtar disputed the Does’ speech at the district court level.121 The Ninth Circuit thereupon revised its opinion by eliminating the reasoning about how the Does’ speech was commercial.122 But in the part of its opinion captioned “No Clear Error,” the Ninth Circuit drew a line distinguishing Cahill due to “Cahill’s bar extend[ing] too far” when commercial speech is “balanced against a discretionary discovery order,” however, the Ninth Circuit never explained why the speech was commercial.123

The Ninth Circuit took this approach another step further in a subsequent unpublished opinion.124 In that case, the plaintiff, SI03,
Levy

sued in an Illinois federal court over anonymous postings on several message boards about the SI03’s nutritional supplements, and SI03 served a subpoena from the district of Idaho seeking to identify the authors of the derogatory messages.\textsuperscript{125} The court below denied discovery, so review of the final order was by appeal, effectively avoiding the limited scope of mandamus review.\textsuperscript{126} But the court’s disposition was even more summary, and the analysis less satisfying than in the Quixtar case.\textsuperscript{127} The court began by noting that cases involving commercial speech call for a less-protective standard for disclosure, in that if the speakers work for plaintiff’s competitors, “there is good reason to suspect that their harsh criticisms were intended to promote other, competing products,” however, “[t]o characterize the speech at issue here, we must know the true identities of the speakers.”\textsuperscript{128} And the court could not decide whether the speakers were agents of the competitors until their identities were revealed.\textsuperscript{129} Thus, without a “clear indication that the speech in question [was] not commercial,” the Ninth Circuit held that the court below erred by applying the \textit{Cahill} standard without first determining who the speakers were and their relationship to the plaintiff.\textsuperscript{130}

To be sure, there is room for debate about whether the First Amendment should protect the right to engage in commercial speech anonymously.\textsuperscript{131} At least some of the reasons why commercial speech receives a lesser degree of First Amendment protection undercut a

\textsuperscript{125} Brief of Appellant at 1, SI03, Inc., 441 F. App’x 431 (No. 10-35308), 2010 WL 6776004 at *2.
\textsuperscript{126} \textit{SI03}, Inc., 441 F. App’x at 431.
\textsuperscript{127} \textit{Compare id.} at 432-33 (holding that the district court should have determined the type of speech at issue before determining a standard for disclosure of identity), \textit{with Quixtar Inc. v. Signature Mgmt. TEAM, LLC}, 566 F. Supp. 2d 1205, 1216-17 (D. Nev. 2008) (holding that unless the exact statement at issue is in evidence, then the plaintiff should not be afforded discovery to determine the identity of any anonymous author), \textit{aff’d in part and vacated in part sub nom. Anonymous II}, 661 F.3d at 1172.
\textsuperscript{128} \textit{SI03}, Inc., 441 F. App’x at 432.
\textsuperscript{129} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{130} \textit{Id.} at 432-33 (stating that the court provided some protection for the Doe defendants in this case by requiring that the disclosures concerning the defendants’ relationships to the plaintiff’s competitors remained limited to only attorneys’ eyes until the anonymity issue was fully resolved). \textit{Id.} at 432 n.1.
claimed right to engage in anonymous commercial speech. The *Dendrite* standard is motivated in part by concern about avoiding a chilling effect on speech, but because commercial speech is “the offspring of economic self-interest, [it] is a hardy breed of expression,” therefore, it is less likely that the threat of regulation will chill this speech. Moreover, insofar as protection for commercial speech is motivated by the value that the speech has for consumers in a free market society, the fact that identification of the speaker’s commercial motives for its statements might be a valuable datum for consumers supports giving less protection to anonymity. On the other hand, a third reason for giving commercial speech less protection cuts against applying the lesser protection doctrine to cases like the Quixtar/TEAM dispute. Courts sometimes say commercial speech merits less protection because “the advertiser seeks to disseminate information about a product or service that he provides, and presumably he can determine more readily than others whether his speech is truthful and protected.” When, however, the speech is about a competitor’s products and services, this rationale for less protection does not apply.

Amendment rights with the rights of plaintiffs seeking redress for tortious conduct of the speaker).

132 See *Anonymous II*, 661 F.3d 1168, 1177 (9th Cir. 2011) (discussing commercial speech and the First Amendment protection it receives in comparison to other types of speech).


137 See *Bates v. State Bar of Ariz.*, 433 U.S. 350, 383 (1977) (suggesting that another reason for less protection on commercial speech is that such speech is already calculated, accurate, and reliable); *Quixtar v. Signature Mgmt. TEAM, LLC*, 566 F. Supp. 2d 1205, 1215-16 (D. Nev. 2008), aff’d in part and vacated in part sub nom. *Anonymous II*, 661 F.3d at 1172.

138 Id. at 381.

But even assuming the less-protected status of commercial speech provides a reason why courts should give speaker anonymity less protection, it does not provide a reason to change the standard by which courts should assess subpoenas seeking to identify anonymous speakers when the plaintiff alleges that the critical speech is commercial.\textsuperscript{140} The Arizona Court of Appeals rejected such an argument in \textit{Mobilisa v. Doe}, where the plaintiff sued over the anonymous forwarding of an internal company e-mail that showed the company’s CEO had a personal relationship with a woman to whom he was not married.\textsuperscript{141} The plaintiff’s claims included computer fraud, access to stored communications, and trespass to chattel; plaintiff argued that the \textit{Dendrite} and \textit{Cahill} tests were appropriate only for tort claims, such as defamation.\textsuperscript{142} But the court disagreed, reasoning that if the standard changes with the type of claim in the suit, then plaintiffs would have a perverse incentive to change the label on the claim if their real reason for suing was unmasking or intimidating the defendant, rather than genuinely expecting to prevail on the merits.\textsuperscript{143} The court also noted that the chilling effect on possibly protected speech would be the same regardless of the cause of action, and that using the same standard for all causes of action “would both permit ease of application in the [trial] court and better enable consistent decision making.”\textsuperscript{144} Consistent with \textit{Mobilisa}’s holding, courts have applied the \textit{Dendrite} or \textit{Cahill} standard to subpoenas seeking to identify defendants being sued for a wide variety of claims, including various torts that amount to defamation claims under the principles of \textit{Hustler v. Falwell},\textsuperscript{145} trademark infringement,\textsuperscript{146} dis-

\textsuperscript{140} See \textit{Mobilisa, Inc. v. Doe 1}, 170 P.3d 712, 719 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2007) (holding that courts should use one single test in evaluating a discovery request to identify an anonymous Internet speaker).

\textsuperscript{141} Id. at 716, 719.

\textsuperscript{142} Id. (the CEO himself presumably made a tactical choice not to bring his own claim for invasion of privacy or defamation, perhaps to avoid the defensive discovery that such claims could warrant).

\textsuperscript{143} Id. at 719.

\textsuperscript{144} Id.

\textsuperscript{145} See \textit{Hustler Magazine, Inc. v. Falwell}, 485 U.S. 46, 56 (1988) (holding that a plaintiff bringing a claim that relies on harm to reputation as a key element cannot evade the protections of the First Amendment that apply to defamation claims); \textit{see also} \textit{Doe 1 v. Individuals}, 561 F. Supp. 2d 249, 254 (D. Conn. 2008) (applying the \textit{Dendrite} and \textit{Cahill} standards to claims of negligent and intentional infliction of emotional distress, as well as defamation); \textit{Krinsky v. Doe 6}, 72 Cal. Rptr. 3d 231,
closure of confidential information or breach of privacy, and other claims.

Moreover, changing the standard depending on whether the plaintiffs claim the Does are involved in commercial speech is conceptually inconsistent with the way every other court has gone about the adjudication of such subpoena proceedings. The First Amendment does not protect false, defamatory speech that meets the New York Times v. Sullivan standard for imposing liability, but that does not mean that whenever plaintiffs allege defamation the standard changes for deciding whether to allow a subpoena to identify an alleged defamer. Instead, the elements of a claim for defamation change depending on whether the plaintiff is a public figure, as well as a variety of other considerations, and those legal considerations can affect the court’s de-

---

246 (Ct. App. 2008) (determining that among such claims held subject to the Dendrite and Cahill standards are the torts of outrage and intentional interference with contract or with business relations); Indep. Newspapers, Inc. v. Brodie, 966 A.2d 432, 457 (Md. 2009) (determining that Dendrite is the appropriate standard in conspiracy and defamation cases); Pilchesky v. Gatelli, 12 A.3d 430, 442 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2011) (applying the Dendrite and Cahill standards to claims of defamation and intentional infliction of emotional distress).

146 See Koch Indus., Inc. v. Does 1-25, No. 2:10CV1275DAK, 2011 WL 1775765, at *1, *10 (D. Utah May 9, 2011) (applying the Dendrite and Cahill standards to a trademark infringement lawsuit); see also Highfields Capital Mgmt. v. Doe, 385 F. Supp. 2d 969, 976-77 (N.D. Cal. 2005) (discussing the elements of trademark infringement).


149 See In re Anonymous Online Speakers (Anonymous II), 661 F.3d 1168, 1176-77 (9th Cir. 2011); John P. Borger et al., Recent Developments in Media, Privacy, and Defamation Law, 46 TORT TRIAL & INS. PRAC. L.J. 483, 491-92 (2011).

cision under the standard.\textsuperscript{151} The same should be true when the plaintiff’s claim is that an anonymous critic had commercial motives for the criticism—the court must “view the evidence presented through the prism of the substantive [law] . . . .”\textsuperscript{152}

In my experience, anonymous speech cases often involve claims filed over commercial criticism, not commercial speech generally.\textsuperscript{153} Sock puppetry—sowing online fora with comments that purport to be from satisfied consumers, but that have actually been placed by the praised individual\textsuperscript{154} or by a company that has contracted to improve a company’s online profile by burying criticisms in praise—is at least as big a problem as online criticism posted by rivals.\textsuperscript{155} And in theory, individuals could bring false advertising claims for simulated praise based on state uniform deceptive trade practice laws,\textsuperscript{156} just as companies could bring false positive advertising claims over anonymous praise based on section 43(a)(1)(B) of the Lanham Act.\textsuperscript{157} But in twelve years of litigating Doe subpoenas and watching such cases, I have yet to see a single such subpoena proceeding brought by a private

\textsuperscript{151} See Cahill, 884 A.2d at 463-64.
\textsuperscript{155} See generally Pedram Tabibi, How to Respond to Fake Social Media Reviews, YOUNG ISLAND (Sept. 21, 2012), http://libn.com/youngisland/2012/09/21/how-to-respond-to-fake-social-media-reviews/ (discussing an increase of companies posting false reviews).
\textsuperscript{156} See generally Smith v. Prime Cable of Chi., 658 N.E.2d 1325, 1337 (Ill. App. Ct. 1995) (discussing the type of relief that a party can bring under the Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act).
party over public praise. Individual consumers generally lack either the financial resources or the incentives to file lawsuits over anonymous praise, in the hope that the praised business will turn up in a discovery jackpot. Additionally, although business litigation over their known competitors’ false positive advertising is all too common under section 43(a)(1)(B) of the Lanham Act, companies apparently have bigger fish to fry than dissipating their assets in tracking down the sources for their rivals’ anonymous praise. Consequently, a rule that automatically assigns a more permissive standard for deciding whether to identify anonymous critics when the plaintiff alleges commercial motives will inevitably skew the market of ideas to make businesses look better artificially.

158 See, e.g., Bosley Med. Inst., Inc., 403 F.3d at 674. Such an unfair or deceptive practices act theory is alleged in a lawsuit against a dentist who uses a standardized agreement under which patients assign the copyright in any online commentary they publish. Class Action Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief and Individual Action for Declaratory Relief and Damages at 2, Lee v. Makhnevich, No. 1:11-cv-08665-PAC (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 29, 2011), available at http://www.citizen.org/documents/Lee-v-Makhnevich-complaint.pdf. But no Does are involved. Id.


161 See, e.g., Bosley Med. Inst., Inc., 403 F.3d at 675. See In re Anonymous Online Speakers (Anonymous II), 661 F.3d 1168, 1176-77 (9th Cir. 2011); Doe v. U.S. SEC, No. C 11 80209 CRB, 2011 WL 5600513, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 17, 2011); Tabibi, supra note 155. Government agencies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and Federal Trade Commission (FTC) commonly pursue cases involving false or misleading commercial speech that praises particular items for sale. See Nat’l Comm’n On Egg Nutrition v. FTC, 570 F.2d 157, 158 (7th Cir. 1978); U.S. SEC, 2011 WL 5600513, at *1. When it is a government agency that seeks to identify an anonymous speaker in pursuit of its law enforcement duties, the calculus may well be different because administrative subpoenas are typically assessed pursuant to a significant presumption of regularity, and it is much less likely that the subpoena is being pursued in aid of extrajudicial self-help. See U.S. SEC, 2011 WL 5600513, at *3-4; Levy, supra note 3, at 1, 3. For example, when the SEC pursues a subpoena to identify the source of puffery about a stock in a “pump and dump” investigation, courts deny motions to quash regardless of the possible
Instead of changing the standard for such subpoenas, courts could serve the same objective—allowing an injured company to obtain judicial redress for viable grievances—by incorporating the issue of commercial speech into the standard. When commercial speech is at issue, the elements of the plaintiff’s prima facie case are less stringent, so long as the plaintiff can show a reasonable basis for believing that the criticisms are commercial. In such cases, to the extent that there are indications that the speech is commercial, courts could treat the speech as having less value at the balancing stage, just as, implicitly, courts deciding whether to compel the identification of anonymous alleged downloaders of copyrighted musical recordings or movies have said that although speech is involved, it is speech of relatively little value. Courts could treat commercial status as comparable to actual malice in public figure defamation cases, holding that this is an issue where the courts cannot expect the plaintiff to make a fully satisfactory showing without the opportunity to take some discovery about the defendant’s status. But just as in defamation cases, the fact that the court excuses the plaintiff from making a showing on one issue need not excuse the plaintiff from making a showing on other elements of its claim, such as commercial speech angle simply because a federal investigation implicates a different standard. See, e.g., U.S. SEC, 2011 WL 5600513, at *3, *5-6. Similarly, the FTC does not pursue bloggers for violation of its endorsement guidelines. Guides Concerning Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising, 16 C.F.R. § 255 (2012); Jenna Greene, FTC Reassures Bloggers Big Brother Isn’t Watching, BLOG OF LEGAL TIMES (Oct. 14, 2009, 1:10 PM), http://legaltimes.typepad.com/blt/2009/10/ftc-.html (discussing an FTC investigation of anonymous praise for commercial products that presumably would not implicate the Dendrite standard independent of the fact that the agency proceeded on a commercial speech theory).

163 See Anonymous II, 661 F.3d at 1177.
165 Doe v. Cahill, 884 A.2d 451, 464 (Del. 2005). While accepting as a general proposition that a plaintiff cannot be expected to prove a defendant’s state of mind without knowing the defendant’s identity, Nathan Gleicher proposes holding public figures to the standard of alleging detailed facts from which actual malice can be inferred. Nathaniel Gleicher, John Doe Subpoenas: Toward a Consistent Legal Standard, 118 YALE L.J. 320, 356-57 (2008) (citing Tellabs, Inc. v. Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd., 551 U.S. 308, 314 (2007) (“[P]laintiffs must ‘state with particularity facts giving rise to a strong inference that the defendant acted with the required state of mind.’” (citation omitted))).
the factual elements of harm or falsity, or the legal element of the statement being one of fact rather than opinion.\footnote{See id. at 463-64.}

Moreover, it is just too easy for a plaintiff to allege that criticism is commercial and to bring these cases mistakenly, albeit in good faith. Many business owners seem incapable of believing that anybody besides a competitor would criticize them, their company, or their product.\footnote{See Anonymous II, 661 F.3d at 1172, 1177; Vision Media TV Grp., LLC v. Forte, 724 F. Supp. 2d 1260, 1261-62 (S.D. Fla. 2010); Hadeed Carpet Cleaning v. Doe, No. CL 12003401 (Va. Cir. Ct., Alexandria Cnty., Nov. 19, 2012).} In my experience, this is particularly true of smaller businesses in highly competitive markets. Consequently, courts should not simply ratchet down the standard, or excuse the plaintiff from making at least some showing on the commercial character of speech, just because the plaintiff alleges that the Doe defendants are commercial rivals.\footnote{See Anonymous II, 661 F.3d at 1171-72, 1177.}

In Anonymous Online Speakers, the reasons for suspecting commercial character of the speech might have included that the speech was apparently made on forums created by a commercial competitor and aimed at affiliates of that competitor.\footnote{Id. at 1171-72.} Be that as it may, the court not only cited no basis for believing that the speech at issue in the case was commercial but also withdrew its only assertions about commercial character when its reasoning was challenged.\footnote{Id. at 1177.}

The reasons for suspecting commercial purposes are even more abstruse in SI03.\footnote{SI03, Inc. v. Bodybuilding.com, LLC, 441 F. App’x 431, 432 (9th Cir. 2011).} The ease with which the Ninth Circuit assumed the possibility of commercial speech was, therefore, quite worrisome given the readily available alternatives.\footnote{See id.; Anonymous II, 661 F.3d at 1178.}

III. SECOND AND FIFTH CIRCUITS: IS THERE A COPYRIGHT EXCEPTION?

Soon after the courts began to adjudicate Doe subpoenas in suits over critical messages and websites, there was a parallel set of lawsuits
alleging copyright infringement through the exchange of copyrighted recordings on file-sharing systems.\textsuperscript{173} At first, the parties fought over specialized subpoenas served under section 512(h) of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, which required clerks of federal district courts to issue subpoenas, even without a filed lawsuit, to ISPs requiring them to identify users who were storing infringing material on the ISPs’ systems.\textsuperscript{174} But in a series of test cases where the Recording Industry Association of America (“RIAA”) sought such subpoenas on behalf of its member companies, the courts generally held that RIAA could not serve such subpoenas on ISPs that did nothing more than provide Internet access to and act as a conduit for communications between individual users who were employing file-sharing systems on their own computer equipment.\textsuperscript{175}

Consequently, litigation over such subpoenas shifted to copyright infringement lawsuits, in which a collection of recording companies, represented by RIAA counsel, filed infringement lawsuits against scores or even hundreds of Doe Internet users whose only connection to each other was that they had accounts with the same ISP.\textsuperscript{176} Once the subpoenaed party provided identifying information, an enforcement center created especially for these cases would contact the Doe defendants and demand the payment of thousands of dollars to settle the infringement lawsuit against each of them.\textsuperscript{177} Although the actual damages from each infringement would have been quite small, the plaintiffs also sought statutory damages and attorneys’ fees and demanded settlements based on the threat that, if they did litigate the case, each defendant might face judgments of many thousands of dollars.\textsuperscript{178}


\textsuperscript{174} \textit{In re Charter Comm’ns, Inc., Subpoena Enforcement Matter}, 393 F.3d at 776-77; RIAA, 351 F.3d at 1234-35.

\textsuperscript{175} \textit{See In re Charter Comm’ns, Inc., Subpoena Enforcement Matter}, 393 F.3d at 778; RIAA, 351 F.3d at 1239.

\textsuperscript{176} \textit{See} Digital Sin, Inc. v. Does 1-176, 279 F.R.D. 239, 241 (S.D.N.Y. 2012) (showing wide effort to sue hundreds of individuals committing copyright infringement).

\textsuperscript{177} \textit{Id.} at 242.

It is not clear that the plaintiffs were bringing suits to secure damages that would exceed the costs of the litigation program, so much as to communicate that file sharing was infringement and to deter continued infringement.\(^{179}\)

Members of the public who used file-sharing systems to share digital copies of musical recordings were unlikely to have any valid defenses to infringement claims.\(^{180}\) Moreover, well-established companies whose evidenced purpose was to stop infringement filed the actions instead of enabling extrajudicial remedies such as retaliation against the defendants, and these companies typically filed test cases and motions for discovery based on thorough affidavits.\(^{181}\) Both facts give reason to hesitate about using the cases as test cases on the defense side to extend the realm of *Dendrite* into a new line of precedent cases.\(^{182}\)

On the other hand, the widespread use of home wireless networks without adequate password protection means that it is entirely possible that users whose accounts were used to communicate with other file sharers over the Internet are themselves completely innocent of infringement.\(^{183}\) Moreover, the fact that the initial cases were so well supported does not mean that subsequent infringement cases would continue to be well supported, if the courts did not set the right standard at the outset.\(^{184}\) Concerned about the danger that plaintiffs would make mistakes in identifying alleged infringers in cases involving large numbers of unrelated defendants, the public interest groups that formed the CyberSLAPP Coalition to pursue justice for anonymous Internet speak-


\(^{180}\) *Arista Records, LLC*, 2008 WL 222283, at *5.

\(^{181}\) See id. at *6.


\(^{183}\) In *Digital Sin, Inc. v. Does I-176*, 279 F.R.D. 239, 242 (S.D.N.Y. 2012), plaintiff conceded that as many as thirty percent of all the names that the ISPs provided in response to Doe subpoenas in file-sharing cases are inaccurate because somebody other than the account holder shared the files.

\(^{184}\) See *Dendrite Int’l, Inc.*, 775 A.2d at 760.
ers filed amicus briefs in selected music downloading cases.\textsuperscript{185} They argued for the application of the \textit{Dendrite} standard, as well as consideration of principles of joinder\textsuperscript{186} (because unrelated tortfeasors must ordinarily be sued separately) and personal jurisdiction\textsuperscript{187} (because the cases were filed where the ISP was located and not where the Does’ IP addresses showed the Does were located).\textsuperscript{188}

As the wave of RIAA litigation died down, a new wave of such cases began, in which a law firm representing a single movie company sued hundreds or even thousands of anonymous Internet users, alleging that they had used BitTorrent systems to infringe copyright of a single


\textsuperscript{186} \textit{Call of the Wild Movie, LLC}, 770 F. Supp. 2d at 342. We pressed that issue because of concern that, in a case involving hundreds of otherwise unrelated defendants, it is too easy for the court to overlook inadequate proof against truly innocent defendants because of concerns about the efficient processing of the case.

\textsuperscript{187} \textit{FED. R. CIV. P. 12(b)(2)}. We pressed that issue because, in a litigation model based on the assumption that the parties will settle rather than litigate the case, the filing of a case hundreds or even thousands of miles from the home of the anonymous defendants creates an unfair pressure on an innocent defendant to settle the case because an individual is less likely to be able to find affordable counsel in a distant jurisdiction. Brief for The Electronic Frontier Found. et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Third Party Time Warner Cable’s Motion to Quash or Modify Subpoena at 4, Call of the Wild Movie, LLC v. Does 1-358, No. CA 1:10-cv-00455-RMU (D.D.C. June 2, 2010).

\textsuperscript{188} Some districts have accepted these arguments. \textit{See Fonovisa, Inc. v. Does 1-9, No. 07-1515, 2008 WL 919701, at *5 (W.D. Pa. Apr. 3, 2008); Interscope Records v. Does 1-25, No. 6:04 cv 197 Orl 22DAB, 2004 WL 6065737, at *5 (M.D. Fla. Apr. 1, 2004) (holding that the “same transaction requirement requires joint action or liability on the part of the Defendants and is not satisfied by the fact that the Defendants accessed the songs through [the same] peer-to-peer network, or the fact that Defendant [sic] are 25 of the 2.1 million subscribers who access the Internet through [the same ISP]”); see also LaFace Records, LLC v. Does 1-38, No. 5:07-CV-298-BR, 2008 WL 544992, at *2-3 (E.D.N.C. Feb. 27, 2008); Arista Records v. Does 1-27, No. 07-162-B-W, 2008 WL 222283, at *6 n.5 (D. Me. Jan. 25, 2008); BMG Music v. Does 1-4, No. 3:06-cv-01579-MHP, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 53237, at *5-6 (N.D. Cal. July 31, 2006); Elektra Entm’t Grp., Inc. v. Does 1-9, No. 04 Civ. 2289(RWS), 2004 WL 2095581, at *6-7 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 8, 2004). Other courts have decided that it is premature to raise the issues at the subpoena stage, before the defendant has revealed her actual place of residence, \textit{Call of the Wild Movie, LLC}, 770 F. Supp. 2d at 344-45, or before actual differences in defense arguments have emerged, \textit{Digital Sin, Inc.}, 279 F.R.D. at 244. This Article, however, discusses only the \textit{Dendrite} argument.
movie. Unlike the RIAA cases, this new wave of cases has been filed by a small number of entrepreneurial law firms that plainly intended to use mass litigation to make money from the settlement process. These law firms filed each case over a single movie and selected the court of filing solely based on the court’s proximity to the law firm’s office and without regard either to the residence of the filmmaker or to the likely location of the Does as revealed by their IP addresses. The several ISPs who received such subpoenas moved to quash them, and the CyberSLAPP Coalition filed amicus briefs again raising the same three arguments as in the RIAA cases.

In the past two years, appeals from decisions in both an RIAA case over alleged infringement of sound recordings, Arista Records, LLC v. Doe 3, and a case involving alleged infringement of an individual film, MickHaig Productions v. Does 1-670, reached the Second and Fifth Circuits, respectively.

In Arista Records, thirteen recording companies brought suit in the Northern District of New York against sixteen students of the State University of New York at Albany (SUNY Albany), alleging that the anonymous defendants had used their school Internet access to download or distribute to the public various copyrighted musical recordings. Following the RIAA’s consistent practice in these cases, the plaintiffs accompanied their complaint with an exhibit (Exhibit “A”) identifying the IP address of each defendant and specifying the titles of several copyrighted recordings from one or the other of the plaintiffs that the plaintiffs had observed at that defendant’s IP address.


Mick Haig Prods. E.K., 687 F.3d at 650 (identifying over 600 unnamed persons after obtaining only their IP addresses without any further information); Digital Sin, Inc., 279 F.R.D. at 241.

Arista Records, LLC, 2008 WL 222283, at *4-6; Mick Haig Prods. E.K., 687 F.3d at 650.

Arista Records, LLC v. Doe 3, 604 F.3d 110, 110 (2d Cir. 2010); Mick Haig Prods. E.K., 687 F.3d at 649.

Arista Records, LLC, 604 F.3d at 113.

Id. at 121-22.
Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, discovery cannot begin before the Rule 26 discovery conference without leave of court.\textsuperscript{196} Of course, without knowing who the defendants were, the plaintiffs could not hold that conference, so they moved for leave to take discovery from SUNY Albany to identify the defendants.\textsuperscript{197} The plaintiffs attached an affidavit from an RIAA official attesting to the copyrighted status of the recordings, explaining the method used to tie the IP address to each recording, and verifying a review of the files to demonstrate the infringement that had occurred with respect to that recording (that is, listening to enough of the recording to verify that the file was, in fact, what its name made it appear to be).\textsuperscript{198} The court granted the motion for discovery but ordered SUNY Albany to notify the Does of the subpoena.\textsuperscript{199} Four of the Does moved to quash, claiming, among other things, that the First Amendment protected against enforcement of the subpoena because plaintiffs had neither pleaded in sufficient detail nor sufficiently shown evidence supporting the allegation that the Does had committed an infringement, and arguing as well that their alleged infringement was actually a fair use.\textsuperscript{200} The district court denied their motion to quash, and Doe 3 appealed.\textsuperscript{201}

The court began by agreeing that it had appellate jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{202} Although discovery orders must commonly be challenged by disobeying them, being held in contempt, and then appealing the contempt order,\textsuperscript{203} ISPs are generally unwilling to be held in contempt to protect the anonymity of a few students.\textsuperscript{204} In light of this problem, the law of
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appellate jurisdiction recognizes an exception to the general rule “where the subpoena is directed against a third party [who is unlikely to risk . . . contempt to vindicate someone else’s rights].” The Second Circuit invoked this exception in concluding that it has jurisdiction of the appeal.

Turning to the merits, the Second Circuit agreed that the First Amendment protects the right to speak anonymously, yet does not shelter copyright infringement. The Second Circuit proceeded to discuss the balance of interests by applying the five-factor standard articulated in the first case to address the CyberSLAPP Coalition’s amicus argument about Doe subpoenas in the context of downloading music recordings, Sony Music Entertainment v. Does 1-40. In that case, District Judge Chin agreed that suits for copyright infringement through file-sharing addresses raised issues of free speech, but that the First Amendment interest in being able to distribute the copyrighted recordings of others through a file-sharing system was close to minimal. He applied five factors, including “(1) a concrete showing of a prima facie claim of actionable harm; (2) specificity of the discovery request; (3) the absence of alternative means to obtain the subpoenaed information; (4) a central need for the subpoenaed information to advance the [plaintiff’s] claim; and (5) the [Doe’s] expectation of privacy.” Although the appellant in Arista Records had not challenged the adequacy of the Sony Music test as an erroneous legal standard, the Second Circuit agreed that it was “an appropriate general standard.”

205 In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum Dated May 29, 1987, 834 F.2d 1128, 1130 (2d Cir. 1987); see also In re Grand Jury Subpoena, 190 F.3d 375, 382-83 (5th Cir. 1999) (discussing the exception in the context of a criminal proceeding); In re Grand Jury Proceedings, 832 F.2d 554, 558-59 (11th Cir. 1987) (narrowing the doctrine to “appeals based on privileges personal to the third party seeking review”).
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In *Arista Records*, as in *Sony Music*, this balancing test called for disclosure of the Does’ identities,\textsuperscript{211} although the Second Circuit in *Arista Records* did not discuss the way in which the *Sony Music* factors applied to the record before it because Doe 3, the appellant in the case, did not challenge the trial court’s application of the factors.\textsuperscript{212} Doe 3’s main objection was that Arista had not pled the infringement in sufficient detail, but the Second Circuit disagreed.\textsuperscript{213} Moreover, the court noted that although the complaint was pled on information and belief, the plaintiff supported the allegations against each Doe with Exhibit A and an affidavit sworn on personal knowledge.\textsuperscript{214} And although Doe argued that the plaintiff had not sufficiently rebutted his fair-use defense, most of the fair-use factors plainly favored plaintiffs, and the one fair-use factor that Doe 3 was contesting—the purpose of the use—rested on considerations of Doe’s mental state that the court could not fairly decide while Doe was still anonymous.\textsuperscript{215} Finally, the court declined to decide whether a well-pleaded complaint with no evidentiary showing could have met the requirement of a “concrete showing of a prima facie claim of actionable harm” because the complaint, exhibit, and affidavit plainly met that standard.\textsuperscript{216}

The Fifth Circuit’s ruling in *Mick Haig* was very different, although like the Second Circuit in *Arista Records*, the Fifth Circuit did not make a firm judgment about the applicable standard.\textsuperscript{217} *Mick Haig*, a German film company, brought suit in the Northern District of Texas, seeking to identify 670 Does who had allegedly used Bit Torrent software to distribute copies of a pornographic film called *Der Gute Onkel*.\textsuperscript{218} The plaintiff brought the suit in Texas not only because this was where the plaintiff’s lawyer, Evan Stone, had his solo practice, which specialized in precisely this sort of lawsuit,\textsuperscript{219} but also because the Fifth Circuit, unlike some other courts, construes section 411 of the
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Copyright Code as allowing a plaintiff to bring an infringement action once it has filed an application for registration, even though the Copyright Office has not yet acted on the application.\footnote{220} As in \textit{Arista Records}, Mick Haig moved for leave to take discovery, but instead of granting that motion as judges normally do in cases brought against Doe defendants, Judge David Godbey decided that identifying the defendants in a case involving plaintiff’s movie could adversely affect the otherwise anonymous defendants’ interests.\footnote{221} In addition, he recognized that the allegations in some file-sharing cases had turned out not to be true, that the immediate purpose of the subpoenas was not to initiate litigation but to provide the opportunity to send demands for settlement payments in lieu of litigation, and that Haig’s attorney had filed over a dozen similar cases in the Northern District of Texas alone.\footnote{222} Judge Godbey appointed two attorneys employed by the Electronic Frontier Foundation and one employed by Public Citizen as counsel for the Doe defendants ad litem for the purpose of addressing the issues posed by the motion for early discovery.\footnote{223}

During their investigation of the case, counsel found some disturbing facts. They found that, unlike the detailed affidavits typically furnished in the RIAA cases, Mick Haig’s affidavits purporting to show that each of the 670 Does had engaged in infringing conduct were vague about the precise methods Mick Haig used to make these determinations.\footnote{224} They also found that Stone had given an interview to a local alternative newspaper about his pornography cases, in which he bragged that he was able to achieve a very high settlement rate because, once he identified the defendants, Does were uncomfortable with their families knowing about their viewing of his clients’ movies.\footnote{225} And perhaps
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\footnote{223} Id. at *6.
\footnote{225} “You have people that might be OK purchasing music off iTunes, but they’re not OK letting their wife know that they are purchasing pornography.” John Council, \textit{Adult Film Company’s Suit Shows Texas Is Good for Copyright Cases}, \textit{TEX. LAWYER} (Oct. 4, 2010), \textit{available at} http://www.law.com/jsp/tx/PubArticleTX.jsp?id=1202472
most important, they identified a significant flaw in Mick Haig’s copyright claim—Mick Haig had not submitted the copyright registration application until long after the Bit Torrent use that Mick Haig alleged in the complaint. Consequently, unlike many infringement cases brought over downloading, Mick Haig would not have a claim for statutory damages because the Copyright Code allows statutory damages only for infringement that occurs after registration, and the settlement demand that Stone typically sent, seeking payments in the four figures, would be based on a nonexistent claim. Counsel ad litem argued that, in light of all these facts, the Does’ interest in not being publicly identified outweighed the plaintiff’s interests in identifying the Does; they also argued against personal jurisdiction in Texas and mass joinder of unrelated defendants.

While Judge Godbey was considering these arguments, counsel ad litem made another, even more startling discovery—even though Judge Godbey had not granted Mick Haig’s motion for early discovery, its attorney had sent subpoenas in the case to several ISPs, which had begun to respond to the subpoenas by providing identifying information. The counsel ad litem made this discovery because they received calls from some of their Doe clients, who received communications about the case, checked online, and learned that the court had appointed

---

226 Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for Leave to Take Discovery Prior to Rule 26(F) Conference, *supra* note 224, at *16-17.
228 Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for Leave to Take Discovery Prior to Rule 26(F) Conference, *supra* note 224, at *17.
229 *Id.* at *7-13.
counsel to represent them.\footnote{231}{Id.}\footnote{232}{Id.} Ad litem counsel promptly contacted Stone to ask for an explanation for his having sent out discovery and, indeed, for his communications with Does whom he knew to be represented by counsel.\footnote{233}{Id.} Instead of responding to these questions, Stone abruptly filed a voluntary dismissal of the complaint, including intemperate remarks contending that the dismissal was the judge’s fault because he had appointed ad litem counsel instead of just allowing discovery, and that the delay in ruling had improperly denied Mick Haig the right to enforce its copyright.\footnote{234}{Id. at *3.} Ad litem counsel, still worried about what Stone might have said to their clients and whether he had obtained any settlement payments from them, moved the court to order answers to their questions and to sanction Stone for pursuing early discovery without permission.\footnote{235}{Id. at *7.}

The court concluded that the misuse of its authority to obtain identifying information about the Does, and presumably to shake them down for settlements, despite the fact that the court had told Stone to wait, was an egregious violation of the discovery rules.\footnote{236}{Id.} The court granted the motion for sanctions, including a substantial punitive fine, an award of attorney fees, and an order to answer the questions that ad litem counsel had posed.\footnote{237}{Mick Haig Productions, E.K. v. Does 1-670, 687 F.3d 649, 652 (5th Cir. 2012).} Stone sought review of the sanctions, and the Fifth Circuit affirmed in a fairly short opinion that made no direct statements about the standards for identifying anonymous Internet speakers.\footnote{238}{The court reasoned: [T]he sanctions [were] imposed as a result of Stone’s flagrant violation of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the district
Although neither the Second nor the Fifth Circuit squarely decided whether to adopt all prongs of the *Dendrite* or *Cahill* tests for such subpoenas, the *Sony Music* standard, which courts have consistently applied in the reported file-sharing cases, is itself a repackaging of the *Dendrite* standard in the context of a file-sharing copyright infringement case, together with some aspects of the *2TheMart* standard. To the extent that the standard is different from *Dendrite*, it both includes *Cahill*’s requirement that evidence or liability be provided and shows, implicitly, an application of *Dendrite*-style balancing.

The first factor of the test calls for a “concrete showing of a prima facie claim”; the phrase “concrete showing” implicitly refers to evidence. Although the Second Circuit declined to reach the question of whether evidence or only allegations are needed, the phrase’s interpretation should depend on the context of the record of the cases in which the courts have used this phrase—cases in which the RIAA plaintiffs and the movie plaintiffs consistently supported their motions

---

239 The factors or the lack of alternative means to obtain the information and the need for the information to advance plaintiff’s claim come directly from *2TheMart*. See *Doe v. 2TheMart.com*, Inc., 140 F. Supp. 2d 1088 (W.D. Wash. 2001) (discussing factors the court will consider in determining whether to issue a subpoena).
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for leave to take early discovery with affidavits verifying the IP addresses, displaying copyrighted recordings, and verifying as well that the recordings actually displayed were, in fact, the copyrighted works that their names would imply.\footnote{Id.} With one exception,\footnote{Call of the Wild Movie, LLC v. Does 1-1,062, 770 F. Supp. 2d 332, 352 (D.D.C. 2011). In \textit{Call of the Wild}, the district court said that it would enforce the subpoena because the copyright owner had “sufficiently alleged prima facie claims of copyright infringement” and confirmed that evidence of infringement was not needed in a footnote addressing a technical flaw in plaintiff’s evidence of infringement. \textit{Id.} at 352-53. The plaintiff in that case submitted an affidavit purporting to attest to each Does’ infringement and averring that attached exhibits showed the IP addresses where the plaintiff had viewed the infringement, but a number of the infringements reflected in the exhibits submitted with the affidavit were committed \textit{after} the execution date of the affidavit. \textit{Id.} at 351 n.8. Judge Howell excused plaintiff by saying that the affidavit was only intended to show the method the plaintiff used to identify the Does, and therefore plaintiff’s “claims” against defendants whose infringements occurred later were sufficient to justify enforcing the subpoena to identify them. \textit{Id.}} the courts routinely cite those affidavits as establishing the prima facie case of copyright infringement.\footnote{See, \textit{e.g.}, Interscope Records v. Does 1-14, 558 F. Supp. 2d 1176, 1178 (D. Kan. 2008); UMG Recordings, Inc. v. Does 1-4, No. 06-0652 SBA (EMC), 2006 WL 1343597, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 6, 2006); \textit{Sony Music Entm't Inc.}, 326 F. Supp. 2d at 565.} In this respect, it is not correct to say, as some authors have, that there is any copyright law or even a file-sharing exception to the general requirement of producing enough evidence to support a prima facie case.\footnote{Ashley I. Kissinger & Katherine Larsen, \textit{Protections for Anonymous Online Speech}, in \textit{2 Communications Law in the Digital Age} 2011, at 815, 833-34 (Practicing Law Inst. ed., 2011) (establishing that subpoenas in file-sharing cases can be enforced so long as a motion to dismiss standard is met).} Nor, indeed, do the file-sharing cases show any good reason not to require a showing of evidentiary merit before identifying the Doe defendants in those cases because it is not at all difficult to make the necessary factual showing, and indeed, to make that showing with respect to hundreds or even thousands of Does in a single case.\footnote{\textit{Call of the Wild Movie, LLC}, 770 F. Supp. 2d at 343-44.}

The \textit{Sony Music} test expressly incorporates consideration of particular reasons why the anonymous speaker would have an interest in privacy, but because the appellant in \textit{Arista Records} did not argue that the court below had misapplied the factor, the Second Circuit did not
discuss it. Indeed, as District Judge Beryl Howell pointed out during oral argument in *Call of the Wild v. Does*, the Doe defendants in file-sharing cases do not, as a general class, face the same danger of retaliation or the chilling effect against protected expression as a result of being identified as defendants who have been sued. They are unlikely to have any direct relationship with the plaintiff that can result in extrajudicial self-help, and there is little social stigma connected with being identified as an accused file sharer.

One class of file-sharing cases forms an exception to this general rule—cases alleging the downloading of pornographic films. And it is precisely in such cases that several trial judges have gone out of their way to provide special protection for the anonymous defendants, recognizing that in these file-sharing cases, merely being identified as the defendant could have serious consequences. A number of judges have suggested that the prospect of litigation with a shakedown of anonymous downloaders hoping to avoid identification, and not marketing and sales in the normal sense, may be the reason why some pornographic films are being made in the first place.

Judge Chin did address the “privacy” factor in *Sony Music*, but the only consideration he discussed was the terms of service for the Doe’s ISP, which both forbade the use of the service for various actionable purposes, including violations of intellectual property rights, and

---

250 See *In re BitTorrent Adult Film Copyright Infringement Cases*, Nos. 11-3995(DRH)(GRB), 12-1147(JS)(GRB), 12-1150(LDW)(GRB), 12-1154(ADS)(GRB), 2012 WL 1570765, at *10 (E.D.N.Y. 2012).
stated that the ISP could disclose account information to comply with the law. This aspect of the Sony Music analysis is highly unsatisfactory for several reasons. Reliance on the terms of service has a question-begging aspect to it because the question remains whether there has, in fact, been copyright infringement—at the subpoena stage, it is just an allegation, or just an allegation supported by evidence sufficient to make out a prima facie case. Moreover, most ISPs have similar provisions in their terms of service, for a very good reason. Such terms both help warn users not to use the services improperly and protect the ISPs against being charged with encouraging misuse, and at the same time ensure that courts cannot hold ISPs liable for releasing information when courts order them to do so. And, because such terms of

253 See Sony Music Entm’t Inc., 326 F. Supp. 2d at 566.
254 At the subpoena stage there is potential for abuse since subpoenas may be issued without any action from a district court. See 9A CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT, ARTHUR R. MILLER, MARY KAY KANE & RICHARD L. MARCUS, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE § 2459 (3d ed. 2012).
256 See generally Yahoo! Terms of Service: Member Conduct, YAHOO!, ¶ 6, http://info.yahoo.com/legal/us/yahoo/utos/terms/ (last visited Nov. 3, 2012) (listing specific acts that are forbidden, such as uploading harassing content, harming minors, and falsely misrepresenting yourself).
service are relatively uniform across all ISPs and tend to forbid defamation, harassment, and a variety of other abuses, reliance on the terms of service as a factor in deciding whether to enforce subpoenas does not help courts decide in which cases they should order disclosure and in which cases they should not. And, by the same token, if such terms of service always supported disclosure, the result would be to perpetuate the very chilling effect on anonymous speech that the Dendrite and Cahill line of authority was adopted to prevent.

Moreover, to the extent that many subpoena decisions in cases about copyright infringement through file sharing tend to suggest that only a modest showing needs to be made to obtain a subpoena or defeat a motion to quash—and even if only a pleading of actionable harm is required in this context—these courts are themselves engaged in Dendrite balancing. In acknowledging the extent to which the users of file-sharing systems are engaged in speech with respect to musical recordings, Judge Chin denigrated the extent of First Amendment protection for that speech because, after all, an Internet user does not use the system “to communicate a thought or convey an idea.” Instead, the “individual’s real purpose is to obtain music for free.” On the other hand, the plaintiffs in the file-sharing cases have a strong interest in being able to enforce their copyrights against a form of infringement, which, if wholly unchecked, threatens their ability to sell their copy-

257 Compare Crispin v. Christian Audigier, Inc., 717 F. Supp. 2d 965, 991 (C.D. Cal 2010) (quashing subpoena that sought discovery of messages on MySpace and Facebook without discussing the terms of service agreements of either company), with People v. Harris, 945 N.Y.S.2d 505, 508 (Crim. Ct. 2012) (finding defendant’s privacy interest in Twitter messages without merit because Twitter’s terms of service clearly indicate that third parties can view any and all Twitter posts).

258 See supra notes 63-73 (discussing the standards courts will use to determine whether to grant subpoenas to identify anonymous Internet speakers); see also Doe v. Cahill, 884 A.2d 451 (Del. 2005); Dendrite Int’l, Inc. v. Doe No. 3, 775 A.2d 756 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2001).

259 See Sony Music Entm’t Inc. v. Does 1-40, 326 F. Supp. 2d 556, 564-67 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (balancing five factors: a concrete showing of a prima facie case, specificity of the discovery request, absence of alternative means to obtain the information, a need for the subpoenaed information to advance the claim, and the party’s expectation of privacy).

260 Id. at 564.

righted works by making it too easy for prospective customers to obtain the copyrighted works without charge.\textsuperscript{262} One might argue, as some have done, that recording companies should change their business models to adapt to the digital age or to avoid alienating young customers who are accustomed to file sharing;\textsuperscript{263} but unless and until copyright holders choose otherwise, they are surely entitled to enforce their copyright through litigation.\textsuperscript{264}

None of the judges who have ruled on subpoenas in the copyright infringement lawsuits over file sharing cite \textit{Dendrite} as establishing a standard that justifies a balancing of the parties’ respective interests.\textsuperscript{265} But instead of engaging in a covert balancing, courts should acknowledge the balancing, thus making it easier to hold them accountable for their rulings, whether by appellate judges in the course of review, by members of the public assessing their rulings, or by trying to predict how future cases will be decided.\textsuperscript{266}

In a recent California case, a magistrate judge relied on \textit{Sony Music} in denying a motion to quash a Doe subpoena that the plaintiff sought to identify a blogger who, in the course of criticizing an international religious cult, published a copy of one of the cult’s teaching manuals as a way of denigrating its theories as being no more than


\textsuperscript{264} See 17 U.S.C. § 502 (2006). Paradoxically, because the makers of pornographic films have a more limited market for their works through ordinary channels of commercial distribution than the makers of hit films, they may have an especial need to rely on infringement litigation, and on the deterrent effect of such litigation, to protect their market. Thus, although Does accused of file sharing these films may have greater exposure to public obloquy from being identified, the plaintiffs may have a greater interest in access to effective judicial remedies for the online downloads. See \textit{supra} notes 249-52 and accompanying text.


ordinary yoga principles. The magistrate judge read *Sony Music* as stating the general rule that the plaintiff needs no more than allegations when the plaintiff claims copyright infringement.

The Does objected to the magistrate judge’s order, and the district judge rejected the magistrate judge’s analysis. Judge Lucy Koh agreed that the *Sony Music* standard is weaker than *Dendrite* balancing but held that, based on *In re Anonymous Online Speakers*, this weaker standard is confined to file-sharing cases where no expressive speech is involved. “In choosing the proper standard to apply, the district court should focus on the ‘nature’ of the speech . . . rather than the cause of action alleged by the plaintiff.” The court decided that the plaintiff religious organization had met the requirement of presenting evidence sufficient to establish a prima facie case of ownership of the copyright in question, while noting that, because fair use embodies First Amendment protections, the First Amendment could protect copying if the courts sustained the fair-use defense. The court declined to reach the fair-use argument as a basis for granting the Does’ motion to quash plaintiff’s subpoena because, on the facts of the case, it concluded that the Does’ interest in remaining anonymous while the parties were litigating the fair-use issues outweighed the plaintiff’s interest in identifying the Does immediately. The court allowed the litigation to go forward based on the Does’ commitment to answer written discovery and proclaimed intention to seek summary judgment, which the court eventually granted on the copyright claim. Soon after the court granted summary judgment and an anti-SLAPP motion based on previous dismissal of several parts of the case, the parties settled the remain-
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274 Id. at *8-10.
der of the case with the Does remaining anonymous and the challenged blogs remaining online.\textsuperscript{276}

Although confining the \textit{Sony Music} standard to file-sharing cases makes it less worrisome, the fact that such discovery is often sought ex parte makes the existence of even a single exception problematic.\textsuperscript{277} In federal court, at least, if the plaintiff has not yet served the potential defendants, then the parties must seek discovery through an ex parte motion, and many lawyers will simply invoke the lowest available standard without any indication that a higher standard could be appropriate on the facts of the case.\textsuperscript{278} That is what happened in a recent case in which the Ron Paul Presidential Campaign Committee brought a trademark claim\textsuperscript{279} against anonymous Internet users who posted a YouTube video pillorying a presidential candidate for his alleged China ties, including having adoptive Asian children, while urging support for candidate Paul.\textsuperscript{280} The motion cited several cases as allowing discovery to identify anonymous speakers so that the plaintiff could serve them based on no more than a “good cause” standard, coupled with the statement that, until the plaintiff served the Does, the parties could not conduct the needed discovery conference.\textsuperscript{281} Only after amici learned of the case from press reports and filed a brief urging the court to apply the \textit{Dendrite} standard and pointing out several flaws in the purported trademark theories did the district court focus on the legal flaws in the case and directed the plaintiff to respond to the arguments.\textsuperscript{282} The plaintiff

\begin{itemize}
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\item[\textsuperscript{281}] Plaintiff’s Ex Parte Application for Expedited Discovery, \textit{supra} note 278.
\item[\textsuperscript{282}] Amici Curiae Addressing the Proper Standard for Early Discovery to Identify Anonymous Political Speakers, Ron Paul 2012 Presidential Campaign Comm. v. Does
initially tried to argue for discovery anyway, but after the court demanded further explanations, the plaintiff filed a voluntary dismissal.

In rejecting the motion for leave to take discovery for a second time, the district court said nothing about the plaintiff’s misleading citation of cases setting forth a low standard for subpoenas to identify anonymous Internet speakers despite the fact that the speech at issue was unquestionably political speech. The remaining section of this paper discusses what measures judges might take to ensure fair consideration of the interests of anonymous speakers in the determination of motions for early discovery.

IV. ADDRESSING EX PARTE MOTIONS FOR EARLY DISCOVERY TO IDENTIFY DOE DEFENDANTS

In a federal lawsuit, the first time the issue of discovery is likely to come up is when the plaintiff moves for leave to take discovery to identify anonymous defendants so that it can serve them with process. As in Dendrite, where the court decided the subpoena issue on a motion for leave to take discovery and not on a motion to quash, federal judges should take this stage of the litigation seriously, ensuring that even before a subpoena is authorized, the plaintiff has made a suffi-
cient showing to warrant the exercise of judicial power that might undermine First Amendment rights.\textsuperscript{290}

Even though, as noted above, the terms of service for many ISPs absolve them from any liability for disclosing information pursuant to the judicial process, the majority of ISPs will try to give notice so that the Does can have an opportunity to defend their anonymity.\textsuperscript{291} But there are still many ISPs that do not give notice, and even when the ISPs do give notice, there are a variety of ways in which it can be ineffective.\textsuperscript{292}

For example, if the plaintiff posts a notice to a message board, as Judge MacKenzie ordered in \textit{Dendrite},\textsuperscript{293} the posting may come so long after the offending message that the Doe might not see the notice because he may no longer be participating in the forum.\textsuperscript{294} Moreover, if the plaintiff sends a notice to the e-mail address that the Doe used when registering to the forum, that registration may have occurred so long before the posting that the e-mail address may no longer be valid or, at least, it is not an account that the Doe no longer uses actively.\textsuperscript{295} Yet even an e-mail address that has fallen out of use can serve to identify its former user easily, if the address is inherently identifying or if the Doe used the e-mail address for communications that may be located through a search engine.\textsuperscript{296} For example, in \textit{Independent Newspapers v. Brodie}, the newspaper notified via e-mail each of the Does whose iden-
tities the plaintiff had subpoenaed. However, one of the Does did not learn of the litigation until she read a story in the Washington Post about the oral arguments and called the author of this Article, who represented the newspaper in its appeal from the order enforcing the subpoena, to find out what she needed to do to protect her anonymity. Yet another reason why a notice may not produce a motion to quash a subpoena, even if the lawsuit is meritless, is simply because it can be very expensive to hire a lawyer to defend a libel suit in a jurisdiction without an anti-SLAPP statute that makes it possible to hire a lawyer on a contingent-fee basis, and because it is almost impossible to file a pro se motion to quash while remaining anonymous.

When a plaintiff asks a judge to identify an anonymous speaker through discovery, a judge should scrutinize the application carefully because of the serious potential for harm to the defendant, much as a judge must do when deciding ex parte whether to authorize a warrant. Similarly, when issuing a default judgment under Rule 55 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the court must determine that the well-pleaded allegations of the complaint state a viable cause of action, and carefully consider the proper limits of any injunctive re-

the chance that the plaintiff will receive the notice in time to present an objection to discovery.


299 See Indep. Newspapers, Inc., 966 A.2d at 447 (“Pre-service discovery is akin to the process used during criminal investigations to obtain warrants. The requirement that the government show probable cause is, in part, a protection against the misuse of ex parte procedures to invade the privacy of one who has done no wrong.”).

300 See Black v. Lane, 22 F.3d 1395, 1399 (7th Cir. 1994) (“Not only was the district court required to accept this court’s finding that Black had stated a claim of retaliation, but the district court also was obligated to accept as true all facts alleged in Black’s complaint.”).

301 Credit Lyonnais Sec. (USA), Inc. v. Alcantara, 183 F.3d 151, 154-55 (2d Cir. 1999).
When issuing an injunction in a lawsuit over the exercise of free speech rights, the court has an especial obligation to consider whether the relief it is awarding is consistent with the First Amendment. And unlike damages and injunctions awarded by default, which can be set aside on motion, and improper searches, which can be remedied by the suppression of evidence or, indeed, by an action for damages, an order authorizing the identification of a Doe defendant is likely to result in relief that can never be undone. Consequently, a judge should carefully scrutinize a plaintiff’s memorandum of law supporting a motion for early discovery to ensure that the motion states the law fully and accurately and should review the affidavits to make sure that they show a prima facie case.

This is a big task given the huge dockets with which trial judges must contend, but there are two ways in which courts can ensure that they have the opportunity to make sound decisions about ex parte motions for leave to take early discovery. The first is to remind counsel that the ethical obligation of candor to the tribunal takes on especial urgency when counsel knows that the matter will be decided without an adversary proceeding. In that circumstance, counsel has an extra ob-

---

302 See City of N.Y. v. Mickalis Pawn Shop, 645 F.3d 114, 145 (2d Cir. 2011) (“A court is required to frame its orders so that those who must obey them will know what the court intends to forbid.” (citation omitted)).

303 See Carroll v. President & Comm’rs of Princess Anne, 393 U.S. 175, 183 (1968) (“An order issued in the area of First Amendment rights must be couched in the narrowest terms that will accomplish the pin-pointed objective permitted by constitutional mandate and the essential needs of the public order.”); e360 Insight v. Spamhaus Project, 500 F.3d 594, 605 (7th Cir. 2007) (“[W]e note that there are sensitive First Amendment issues presented in the context of permanent injunctions in defamation actions.”).

304 FED. R. CIV. P. 55(c).

305 See McKinley v. Trattles, 732 F.2d 1320, 1328 (7th Cir. 1984) (instructing the lower court to consider punitive damages when improper search occurred).


307 Supra Part I.

308 See infra notes 309-16.

309 See Maine Audubon Soc’y v. Purslow, 907 F.2d 265, 268-69 (1st Cir. 1990) (“Where counsel appears ex parte . . . the customary checks and balances do not
ligation to bring potentially adverse facts and authority to the court’s attention. In one recent case, for example, a district court partially based its award of attorney fees for bringing a meritless action on counsel’s violation of the “greater degree of thoroughness and candor” that counsel owed in connection with an ex parte proceeding at the outset of the case. Courts might also consider including a reminder of this obligation in their local rules or in their handbooks for members of their local bars. Similarly, a court may treat an attorney’s failure to cite relevant facts or law as a “failure to do equity,” which is relevant to the equitable balancing stage of a Dendrite analysis; mentioning the extra duty of candor in a published opinion and denying leave to take discovery is likely to get the attention of other lawyers who are preparing similar motion papers in the same district.

The second way that trial judges can respond to the inherent lack of balance in an ex parte proceeding for early discovery is to appoint counsel ad litem solely to address the motion for early discovery. In particular—and the court is entitled to expect an even greater degree of thoroughness and candor from unopposed counsel than in the typical adversarial setting.”); cf. e.g., Jorgenson v. Cnty. of Volusia, 846 F.2d 1350, 1352 (11th Cir. 1988) (stating that in ex parte proceeding, “appellants had a duty to refrain from affirmatively misleading the court as to the state of the law”); Keith ex rel. Eagan v. Jackson, 855 F. Supp. 765, 790 (E.D. Pa. 1994) (“Candor to the Court, though desirable under any circumstance, is mandated in ex parte proceedings, where the Court is deprived of the benefits of the ‘dialectic of the adversary system.’” (citation omitted)); Cedar Crest Health Ctr. v. Bowen, 129 F.R.D. 519, 525 (S.D. Ind. 1989) (disclosing potentially dispositive cases “is a duty of every practitioner, the violation of which is sanctionable under Rule 11”; the point holds “particularly true” when counsel proceeds ex parte).

See Maine Audubon Soc’y, 907 F.2d at 268-69 (stating that a greater degree of thoroughness and candor is required when ex parte).


E.g., N.H. R. PROF. CONDUCT 3.3(c).


See, e.g., Career Agents Network, Inc., 722 F. Supp. 2d at 824 (awarding punitive damages when attorney failed to follow the extra duty of candor); cf. In re Disciplinary Proceeding Against Douglas Schafer, 66 P.3d 1036, 1046-47 (Wash. 2003) (en banc) (addressing the state disciplinary board’s conclusion that increased sanctions are necessary to deter other lawyers from breaching the duty of confidentiality).

See infra notes 316-17.
Mick Haig, Judge Godbey reached out to find nationally known public interest lawyers from distant cities, but in a more recent case, District Judge S. Allan Alexander appointed a lawyer whom she knew to be interested in intellectual property issues as ad litem counsel. Particularly where the litigation raises unfamiliar issues, appointing ad litem counsel might provide the best way for courts to protect the interests of anonymous Internet speakers while ensuring that valid lawsuits based on real wrongs can go forward.

V. CONCLUSION

The extent to which it is desirable to preserve forums for anonymous expression remains controversial. Some express concern that a culture of anonymity and pseudonymity unduly encourages irresponsible and harmful behavior, such as bullying, that is hard to regulate directly due to concerns of vagueness and selective enforcement. Although many experienced bloggers welcome the added value that the capacity for anonymous comment brings to the discussions on their websites, several media organizations have recently sought to restore a measure of civility to the discussion sections that follow online articles or columns by requiring participants to log in through accounts on

which they can easily be identified.\textsuperscript{321} The Gannett chain, for example, now allows comment only by users who can sign in through Facebook, which forbids anonymity and treats the use of pseudonymous account names as a breach of its Terms of Service.\textsuperscript{322} Other forums encourage the use of real or identifiable names through trusted user systems that enable users to have their comments displayed more prominently when they register and show a track record of socially acceptable commentary.\textsuperscript{323} Some Internet users may choose to patronize websites based on whether the sites employ such techniques; the media companies are no doubt acting out of concern that the demographic to which they prefer to display advertising will avoid sites full of name-calling and insults. Moreover, one may well wonder how much real credence Internet users place in criticisms that are posted in a truly Wild West environment.

But because the First Amendment right of anonymous speech does not allow governments to impose such limits, courts will continue to be confronted with \textit{Dendrite}-type cases, where they must balance the right of the speaker to remain anonymous against the right of someone to vindicate a claimed legal right that the speech at issue is alleged to have violated. Across the country, most courts have dealt with these conflicting rights by adopting some variant of the \textit{Dendrite} or \textit{Cahill}


approach and by adapting long-standing procedural mechanisms to allow the application of that analysis to new situations as they arise.